Experience the ultimate in productivity, reliability and efficiency from the leader in steam sterilization.

The AMSCO® 400 Small Steam Sterilizer plays a key role in your complete perioperative solution.
Optimize Patient Outcomes and Maximize Productivity

Ideal for quick turnaround in the OR or CSSD

- Meets current AAMI/AORN guidelines
- Process up to 3 – 25lb trays
- Validated 4 + 1 prevacuum immediate use cycle
- Customizable cycle names
- Fully programmable cycles to help meet instrument manufacturer processing recommendations

Connectivity for efficient record keeping and retrieval
Smartly Engineered
to Conserve Water and Energy

Green operation - healthy for the planet and your bottom line

- Use 60% less water by choosing the available electric vacuum pump
- Helps achieve your LEED certification goals
- Sensors that minimize cooling water needs
- Programmable auto-utilities shutdown
- Fully insulated to minimize heat loss to the surrounding environment
Designed to Streamline your Daily Operations

Unmatched features that make a measurable difference

- Minimize excess condensation with fully jacketed construction that envelopes the entire chamber in steam

- Steam activated gasket helps prevent air from entering the chamber and never requires lubrication

- Steam flush pressure pulse (SFPP) cycle can eliminate the need to perform daily air removal testing

- Hands-free foot pedal aids in efficient handling of sets

- Improves staff productivity with the highly visible cycle phase and time remaining display
AMSCO - the name that signifies quality and reliability in steam sterilization

- 15 year chamber warranty
- Industry’s only 2 year gasket warranty
Design a sterilizer that meets your facility’s specific needs

- Available in two chamber sizes - 16” or 20”
- Configure with a single door or double doors for pass-through workflow
- Install recessed in the wall or free-standing with cabinet
- Use facility steam or choose a fully integrated steam generator
- 20” available with loading car and transfer carriage
Minimize Equipment Downtime...

Maximize return on investment

- Safe and easy access to all components from the front and left side of sterilizer
- Real-time remote monitoring of sterilizer function and cycle parameters with ProConnect
- Preventive maintenance and comprehensive service agreements
- Backed by the most extensive network of skilled service technicians in the industry

Monitor equipment performance to maximize uptime
STERIS provides all the products and services you need to succeed

Driving compliance with a complete line of sterility assurance products

Formulated chemistries designed for superior chamber cleaning

That is the power of...

AMSCO 400 Series Small Steam Sterilizers are a part of an unbroken chain of innovative solutions from STERIS.

For more information please contact your STERIS representative or visit www.steris.com.